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Dueling for top spot
by Melinda McMullen
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Kirk Hobock and Gather Loewenstein
did not garner enough votes toqualify for the
runoff.
They took 125 and 82 votes
respectively for the office of vice-president
The runoff elections qill be held on Mon
day from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. The voting places
for the election have been designated at El
Centre for all Covell students; Pharmacy for
all Pharmacy students and the University
Center for all other schools.

Courses in the program itself, though
be taught by faculty of both sexes.
' anS^otes" Wth 361PerCent°ftheVOtes
student in the women's studies
Lori Kennedy held a strong margin over
program will earn neither a major, a minor or her closest contender with 320 votes. Steve
a certificate, but "Dr. (Margaret, dean of
mad6 the finals with 171 ballots
w
With one exception, all of the amend
wri^a S'ISOn) Cormack could easily
Say'ng the„stud^t had ments to the ASUOP constitution were
completed
th
e
* H
"
Pmgram" said Judy passed. Amendment 8.71, which would
Andrews reference librarian at the Irving have increased The Pacifican budget by one
Martin Library and coordinator of the percent, failed by forty votes. The amend
program.
ment would not have cost the voters any
result^"? pr0gram' which is the end more money in student body fees. It qould
result of two years of planning and have simply reallocated one percent of the
proposing, was originally intended to lead to current fee.
a certificate, but that provision was nixed by
The School of Business and Public Ad
the University's
Academic Affairs ministration elected five representatives to
Planned"?' hM°reover' the Program was their council. The winners were Ken Greg
Planned to begin this semester, but the ory, Nancy Nighswonger, Mark White Jim
committee did not approve it until early this Stone and Hank 0. Doughtery.
month.
Wendell Meek and Clemente Rabelo
"The University's not set up to have any were elected to serve as ASUOP Senators.
thing but a major program," said Andrew,
Doizaki voiced his concern over the low
he committee may have been concerned voter turnout this week. "I am discouraged
by the lack of student involvement," said
certificates. S'0n
•,"r ™n0rS «
Doizaki. "People are not interested in who is
will k minimum °f 24 units, or six courses, handling the large amount of money that is
will be necessary for a student to complete going through ASUOP's hands. If asuop
tie program.
A required entry course
Introduction to Women's Studies," will be
every winter term and will be taught

Infertulfurol Exchange

continued on page 3

What's News

Breaking through stereotypes
by Cathy Cruz

^ransexual, Steve Dain, will speak
at UOPon March 9, see page 5.

Phi Tau dies

3

Basketball defeat

11

Five students actually moved in with
family unity and organization, music and
Nine students from the University of the
families. Two white students lived with black
food were observed.
Pacific just finished spending a month
families and one lived with a Chicano family.
But despite such differences, Larry has
immersed in another culture right here in
One black stayed with a white family and
"always had the feeling that even
Stockton.
another lived with a Mexican family. They
considering that families lived differently
They were participating in an
faCb Pa'^$50 t0 ,heir adopted families for
simply because of their racial background is
"Intercultural Exchange" course, which
the month s room and board.
than
a
involved students moving into the home of
Pnm'"8 . T
stereotype. "
Larry Hutchinson, a black student
Commenting further, Larry states, "I think
another family of a different culture or else
majoring in Engineering, lived with a white
maybe you could fairly say that most
spending a great deal of time with them.
family in the Bay Area.
American families live in somewhat the
Mark Ealey, chairman of the Black
First meetings tend to be rather uneasy
same manner."
Studies department, organized the class,
for many people, and for Larry, first moving
which was offered as a winter term course for
in proved no differently.
F».hLarry-®ni0yed taking this "'ntercultural
Exchange course, regarding it as "an
the fourth time.
"When I first moved in," explains Larry
experience I will never forget."
"The goal," explained Ealey, "is a
I guess we were sort of feeling the situation
The other students in the class did not
broader understanding of the behavior,
out just to see how things would be to see if
actually move in with their families, but
culture, and background of an ethnic group
we would have to counterfeit our feelings
spent considerable time with them One
different from their own through the
get along with one another. Well, after I
Japanese visited very closely with a black
students involving themselves—as much ass
teemed the scheme of things around here
family, another spent time with a black and
possible—in the total ongoingroutines ofthee
everything seemed to work out fine. We were
white couple. A Chicano family shared their
family."
able to get along and live with each other by
cu ture with a Samoan student and two
"Thejdea,s ,or them t0 become as much
just being ourselves."
Chicano students studied the life of a black
like a part of the family as they can, doing
«muugnout nis stay in the Bay Area,
family.
chores, attending church services, and
Larry noted many differences between his
Kazuko Sasaki, an English Literature
taking part in any other activities of the
winter term "family", a childless couple and
family," said Ealey.
his real family of eleven. Differences in
continued on page 3
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Randy

Brescbiai

Happy he did it; happy it's over
work about 70 hours a week."
"But then,,' he adds, "I spend mostof my
free time thinking about ASUOP. A couple of
times, I have even dreamt about it. Always

by Melinda McMullen
It has been almost a year. A year of arg
uing, conflict, frustration and a little taste of
triumph.
A year that saw the dying out of some
issues and the birth of some new ones. A
year that is subtly reflected in Randy
Breschini's face.
A year as ASUOP president.
Randy has held up under the pressure
rather well. He still maintains his sense of
humor and appears easy going.
But you have to notice, if you Knew
Randy when he took office, that the year's
activities have weathered his expression.
Last year when hetook office,Randy was soft
spoken. Today, he often raises his voice to
get his point across. But he stll goes by his
motto which he labels as "forever flexible."
Perhaps that motto is what has enabled
him to make some changes at UOP. "You
can't go into McCaffrey's office kicking and
screaming," he points out, "because that just
won't work."
He has found that, at times, it is better to
go to other people. "Bob Winterberg (finan
cial vice-president), Judy Cambers(vicepresident of student life) and Dr. Hand (aca
demic vice-president) are all open and ded
icated people. They are well info'rmed and
are striving to do a better job."
Often, Breschini will go to one of the
vice-presidents to get imput before heading
off to the president's office. "Then," he says,

nightmares."
In spite of the frustrations and dis
appointments, Breschini does not look back
on the experience with disfavor.
"I'd do it again. I learned alot about
hiring and firing people. I learned to sell
ideas and how to deal with different sonalities. I learned more in this year than in any
class I have ever taken."
One of Breschini's misconceptions
upon entering office was thatthings could be
done quickly. "That was the hardest thing to
get used to," he says. "Everything happens
slowly."

This year's ASUOP President Randy
Breschini

__

"when I talk to the president, I know the ad
ministration's point of view. Thisenables me
to take care of any problems before they
even reach the president's desk."
All of this running around takes time.
Breschini estimates that he spends be
tween 30 and 40 hours a week either in the
ASUOP office or in committee meetings.
"During budget meetings,,' says Breschini, "I

"You can't do anything in one year. Now
I can see why the President of the United
States runs twice."
It did take Breschini a while to learn
about the inner workings of ASUOP and the
UOP administration. John Warren, the pro
fessional hired by ASUOP to serve as busi
ness manager, was his "right hand man.
"He taught me quite a bit," says Randy.
"John accounted for some of the continuity
which was lost by having a new administra

the problems of the administration and how
he feels these problems could be solved.
, "I had to watch the workings of ASUOP
for a year before I could get a firm handle on
what was wrong. I hope that the new presi
dent will continue with that work.
The new UOP Events Center is a very
touchy subject with Breschini. He doesn't
feel that, the way the center is currently
planned, itwillserveallthestudents. He has
spoken with the president and hasn't solved
the problem yet. "It will be hard for some
one new to go in with demands," says
Breschini. Again, the problem seems to be
that the student body president doesn't have
enough time in office.
Although Breschini spends .about 40
hours a week in his duties, he says that his
classes haven't really suffered. "My grade
point may have dropped a point of two," he
says, "but nothing drastic." One can see
why.' Anytimea person walks into the ASUOP
office, they will see Randy engrossed in a
committee report or in a textbook. He's a
Business and Public Administration major,
but Randy has found that job often chelates
with the situations he faces daily in the
office.
"I'd do it again. I learned a lot about
presidency. "It's exhausting at times, but
worth it."
One thing Randy has learned is that he
doesn't want to go into politics.
So, he leaves. Happy he did it. Happy

tion."
Although Randy will be leaving office in
the next couple of weeks, he thinks that he is
just getting things going. In the past month,
Breschini has begun to work on an ASUOP
self study report. In that report, he outlines it's over.

World news of the week
UC Vice-President's advising the agency on 2000 should be reduced to 5.5 to 5.8 billion.
student unrest, recruitment of students into
There is now an estimated four billion
the CIA, academic cover for professors doing persons on the planet.
James Schoenfield and Fred Woods, who research for the CIA, CIA sponsored
kidnapped 26 children from Chowchilla 1)4 seminars with select UC Professors, and
years ago, were sentenced in a tension-filled providing a steady flow of CIA material on
Oakland Courtroom to life in prison without China and the Soviet Union to CIA approved
Ban Urged On TV ADS
the possibility of parole.
professors.
The third kidnapper, James' younger
Consumer's Union and the Committee
brother, Richard Shoenfield, 23, was given a
on
Children's
Television have petitioned the
break by the Superior Court Judge who
Federal Trade Commission to ban all tele
stated, "It is not necessary that Richard Postmaster General Resigns
vision brand—name advertising aimed at
should spend the rest of his life in prison for
children six years of age or younger.
what he did."
Postmaster General Benjamin F. Bailar
The petition filed last week also asked
The Judge sentenced him under the resigned last week, ending three years as the
the FTC to require advertisers whose
state Youthful Offenders Law, which head of the financially troubled Postal Ser
commercials are geared for children seven
technically allows for reevaluation of his vice.
to eleven years of age to verify that the ads
open-ended sentence after six months.
Bailar's resignation comes at a time
are, "not unfair or deceptive to children" and
Prosecutor David Minier said that it isn't when the postal service is considering the
to fund non—commercial informational
likely that the younger Schoenfield will be elimination of Saturday mail delivery as an
advertising for the same age group.
released for "many, many years."
economy measure.
In addition to the controversy about
Saturday mail delivery, Bailar has drawn
criticism from some members of Congress
ClA-UC Connection
Governor Goes for Re-election
because of his efforts to close thousands of
rural post offices as an economy measure.
A long history of contacts between the
Central Intelligence Agency and the
Governor Brown has officially
University of California - highlighted by a UC
announced that he will be seeking re
Vice-President tour of duty with the CIA
election for the Governor of California.
First Time In 3 Million Years
during the height of student unrest - is
revealed in documents released by the CIA.
He also announced that Gray Davis, his
The documents,about 800 pages dating
An enexpected and dramatic decline in
chief of staff, will be taking a leave of
from the late 1950'sthrough 1977, had been birth rate in undeveloped countries may
absence to manage the Brown re-election
released under the Freedom of Information mean that after three million years, the
Act and made available to the Los Angeles population of the world is startingto level off, campaign.
Times.
a panel of scientists reported.
There has never been any serious doubt
They cover a wide range of cooperative
Several panel members said that a re
that Brown was a candidate for a second
activities conducted between several of the cent United Nations estimate that the world
term, but he held back the ritualistic, formal
nine UC'CdTrtptJSfed aittftheCIA fnfellidlrtg'3 population will reach 6.25 billion by the year
announcement until last week.
Rrtsili'i1 *i1i «:m»
irs«s»T.o} «5f<«
Chowchilla Kidnappers Get Life

Bloody Hijack Rescue Battle
Two assassins gunned down a
prominent Egyptian newspaper editor while
in Cyprus, then hijacked a Cypriot jetliner
with 11 male hostages and a plane crew of
The Cyprus Airways DC-8 approached
Greek air space and was refused permission
to land at the Athens airport, officials saia
The terrorists then discovered that tney
could not find refuge in any Arab state ana
surrendered the plane to the crew who then
flew it back to Cyprus after refueling '
Cypriot.
There, one
hundred
Egypt'3"
commandos,
defying
the
2.yP,Iith
government and fighting a bloody battle
the Cypriot national guard, raided theairline
held captive by the terrorists at the airport i
Cyprus.
The two gunmen surrendered to the
Cypriot national guard, alongwith 9 Egypt'3"
commandos holding out in a nearby cypn°
plane.
In the 45 minutes of hysteria, confusion
and violent deaths, troops of two countri
poured rifle, machine-gun and motor fire
each other and the plane.
In the Entebbe-style raid, 15 Egypt'3"®
were killed, 16 were wounded, two w
missing and 41 were held as mi i
prisoners."
t g
The Cypriots suffered the loss °>
soldiers and noted that a West Ger ^
television cameraman was wounded i
battle.
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Coffee:
grounds for
concern?

Phi Tau becomes Archa„ia

by Sarah

! all feel that
~i
"We a" feel that the change has been a
very positive thing," stated John Franui
president of the recently localized fratemtJ
here on campus, Alpha Kappa Phi, ArcS
Formerly Phi Kappa Tau Amh
decided after 17 years as a national f£j,'
nity, to resume the name it had been fn l,
d'
ed under in 1854. As the olrt»ctTl
west o f t h e M i s s i s s i p p i , A r c h a n i a h a ' m ' t y
significant history as a local fraternity50™
Archania member and formpr ^
dent Jeff O'Neil states as a reason fo^hl"
change,. 'We put $3,000 into the nation*!
fraternity each year, and didn't feel we were
getting an adequate return on our inS

a*

SiSSS®* M B -

—

III • I f

I.

' *m*mm

Jta

'S you/ mining coffee habit going to
c
send you to an early grave?
Pr°bab|y not- No person has ever died
flr^
from drinking too much coffee. -In fact
som®f,"1es affectionately known as
nerve juice, has many desirable effects.
that a Bn S°' that steaming, aromatic brew
™ i™rCr tr6a!Ure 50 muchcan be bad
6
aCt'Ve lngredient, is a
stimulanMn
stimulant
in th
the ' same class
as cocaine
nicotine, and strychnine.
Excessive

Stomarl?8 °" Caffeine Can "use acid
hearth . nervousness, insomnia, rapid
heartbeat, or ringing in the ears.
Even de caffeinated coffee, which is

Though the national fraternity did send
out a monthly newspaper, give us someS
help and publicity, we thought we could
as well on our own. Our onlv reiian^r!;
Kappa Tau was the national name " °n '

°Vh,e °ther hand'an occasional cup of
h^H
wPSm0St peoplePertormand study
better. Medically, coffee is sometimes used
f3ine headaches or to counter the
effects of certain depressants such as
barbituates and alcohol.
Americans drink about half of the
worlds production of coffee-about 3 bil
lion pounds yearly. The average adult con-

This year, interested members of «,
fraternity formed a committee of 10 pe0ple
to investigate the cost of managingtw

,p-wn8thrzssr

formerly Phi Kap^T^,0",ra,ernity circ'«. Alpha Kappa Phi, Archania,

supplying all of their own publichy and
y
d
recruiting new memhorc
w

come was "go local"" "

l,,c CI lllfg

°bv'0usl^he out-

In five years, Archania has the option m
joini another national fraternity But accord
mg to Jeff O'Neil, "The chances are slim S
loci J60?™ nat'°nal again' because our
local heritage has always been important tn

Ray-Cal adds women's
stud;» c
"»WI $ STUQieS

r»n' H!story'" and "Religion and Sexism "
Sr -r5, W°Uld inc,ude "Women
The five remaining courses must be social Thinkers, and "Romantic Love"
Some of these are already being taught '
areTo? ?
"C°re" C°Urses from the
areas of history, social sciences and
also be fiHerThut L°UrSe requirement may
humanities and two "general" courses Core
courses will include such titlesas "Women,n
bb

DELICATESSEN

Supplies - Groceries

continued from page 1

"Once we 1
get =
going" said

major from Japan, visited frequently with a
tor

Keg Beer - Free Delivery
Special discount for Frats and Sororities

PHONE 478-3275

Intercultural living...

edbyafacultyadvisorintheprogram

classroom.

125 E. JAMESTOWN
STOCKTON, CALIF.

comprises Andrews, Bruce, Cormack Miller'
Roseann Hannon, Alice Hunter Patr|c|a
Sanders (the latter four are from COP) and
ste'.'e Lau of the School of Education The
position of coordinator will rotate among
them each year.

°™ ($m>v~""

ln spite °' hlgh coffee prices (about 3
dollars a pound) America is not about to give
up its coffee habit
Studies have shown that drinking coffee
mf"' lon8-term effects, so -enjoy
thath0
that brew with a healthy conscience!

b3SIS by Andrews. Marjorie
Raymond-Callison and Sally Miller

BruceofR1"8

of COR

WINE
Party

s
r
.
,

1
continued from page 1

^©garini's Liquors
LIQUOR

whvrtf ir0re/tban ,lve cups dai|y. each of
rSirt b (ab°Ut) 125 mg of caffeine
alkaloid. By comparison, a 12-oz. cola

iS,

contact with black people

. Phere is 3 contrast between Kazuko's
and Larry s observations. While Larry noted
*enc®s 10 family living styles, Kazuko
noted cultural attitudes and ideas which
revolved mostly around the issues of
discrimination and predjudice.
S' discrimination is often
caJS^hv
caused by ignorance and a feeling of
insecurity People who still have feeling
gainst the black are usually poorlv
educated and keep bigoted ideas, because

they live in the same Place for a long time
Also, people who have deen

ksss 'rrtoSr? ™sm

b,;

swnettody by mean, a In.lmZl.nT
Discriminating against somebody ?s a
psycho'ogica! mechanism by which a person
can have so

thC S0C'al status and
°P
can have some superior feelings or at least a

£%!•»> »•»« «"« L Z X
abom th!Urther Sta,es'Was ratheE ur,aware
aa",l®pras€lrrt.»l'uabon^°fdiscrimination

meriHawhen
<ZSSS SSffiK£
Seeino fha

With them.

ROCK

compwr* wimou' fuming a ratoro i. 4
Fe.tkrat d*Aniftv« rvctxdmg. fvotunng
_
don Symphony Orth««fro. 7 mognifew,
J
color wftbound Pkfohol Hiitory of CompowfTlr#
rnlroxd in diHtrtnt format at $40.00. Now only % of >7
1
Art®" 7 Record Jot CtmpUH Only

„
A

^

/fjf ^

7'£***,?* *islSTAEIS fEIDAr'fEB-24

me and talked

h,d ""»»»

see

,

1 began m

S3405X. ROMANTIC FLUTE RAMPAL
CMo 5? 40
S30976 PADEREWSKI PLAYSCHOPtN .!. ..
o% $7 49
938111. RACHMANINOFF PUYS RACHMANINOFF Only $2 49

Unaware of the degree of prejudice that
exists within Stockton, Kazuko «ys -it fs

8JBIUB

63 26 !lat many
^r^stC/
nave strong "prejudices
against

$1.98 to $24.99

sti»
the

St,500* knowledge about

UrrtT&felty Boob. Store
Vilmiky CaHr • 5»tkl~. CA MilI • OM) M4-21»

problems
social
ems of the minority groups, living on a
sma" campus I did not realize that Se

^

'l I. have become less na,
- u„
l am glad that
about the situation through my experiences
and conversations with the Hilliards."
y

that situation
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Tuition crunch across the country
"I'm appalled," said Steve Roth. "The
money we pay to go here is absurd." Roth's
academic assessment came after his future
alma mater, the University of Pennsylvania,
tacked an 8 percent tuition hike onto next
year's bill.
Roth is not alone. In this decade of
plummeting SAT's and a lean job market, the
only thing rising is tuition. This year, matri
culates at Boston's Simmons College are
faced with a 9 percent increase. Next year,
students will pay an average 8.2 percent
more for the privilege of attending an Ivy
League school. Tufts University has seen tui
tion jump 119.7 percent in the last tenyears.
Since 1970, total college costs have risen 70
percent.
"Is the increase necessary? And if it is,
why does the money have to come out of the
pockets of the students," was the question
asked by one New Mexico student who, with
11 colleagues, kept a cold vigil outside the
capital. The New Mexico legislature has
slated a 52 percent tuition hike to be spread
over the next 5 years.
Most students feel the increases are un
necessary. On Nov. 15, 4000 Pennsylvania
students rallied at the capital to hear Penn
sylvania politicians rationalize this year's
increase. Jeering "pass the buck," they were
treated to the spectacle of Governor Milton
Shapp blaming tuition increases on the
legislature, while the legislators, depending
upon political affiliation, blamed it on the
other animal.
A week later, 300 students congregated

Lt. Gov. candidate
sights issues
"After nine years as an elected public
official, I believe my experience can offer
genuine leadership to the people of Calif
ornia," stated State Assemblyman Michael
Dennis Antonovich after announcing his
candidacy for the Republican nomination for
Lt. Governor in the June primary election.
Antonovich was brought by the Young
Republicans to U.O.P. last week. He spoke
before a meager audience of 20 people
In his speech, Antonovich emphasized
that, "As a Legislator, I've seen firsthand in
committee hearings, on the Assembly floor,
and in written reports, just what the BrownDymally Administration has done to our
state. Governor Brown is anti-business, antigrowth, and anti-common sense."
Antonovich plans to follow this "wellorchestrated media blitz," with creative
leadership—leadership that is sensible, fis
cally responsible, and dedicated to the
ethics and principles that the great middle
class in California want and need so desper
ately."
Now serving his third term in the Cal
ifornia Legislature, 38-year-old Antonovich
feels that Califomians have had enough of
top governmental leadership with no ex
perience in government or management.
"Sacramento isn't a training ground for
novices nor a haven or a spoil system for for
mer campaign workers," Antonovich said.

ACADEMIC

RESEARCH
10,000 TOPICS
QUALITY GUARANTEED!
SIMP SIM TOR YOUR 220-PAGE
MA/1 ORDER CATALOG
RESEARCH ASSISTANCE
11172 IDAHO AVE., 204-F
V!0S ANGEIES, CA. 9002S,

(211) 477-1474

*

on the steps of the Rhode Island state house,
waving banners that read: "raise our tuition
rates,
lose
our
votes
in
78.
Rhode Island students are angry because
the $1.9 million deficit in this years edu
cation budget is being balanced by raising
their tuition.

Budget Deficits
The policy of passing budget deficits
along to students assumed classic propor
tions in Utah. Originally, Utah legislators had
planned a tuition hike of only 3.3 percent,
but faced with a 6 million plus deficit, they
upped the figure to 6.9 percent. Then they
reduced faculty—staff salary raises from 9.4
to 7.3 percent.The deficit persisted. Unable,
or unwilling, to make further cuts, they
promptly hiked tuition to 9.1 percent.
Perhaps the most novel protest is a suit
filed by Northwestern University med stu
dents alleging that the administration's pro

posed 57 percent increase violates implied
contractual agreements. The students point
to a passage in the catalog which assures
applicants that tuition increases will be
"reasonable."
Northwestern justifies the 57 percent as
an attempt to cast off Federal shackles,
specifically the new law predicating aid on
acceptance of qualified American transfer
students from foreign med schools.
"The idea that students should pay a
larger percentage of the cost of their educa
tion is wrong," claims Steve Holbrook, a Utah
legislator whoadvocated no tuition increase.
"What is not considered is that students
don't directly benefit from much of thecost."

Open Budget
A larger portion of the new money willgo
to stem inflation, pay heating bills and beef
up faculty—staff salaries. Few students
deny the necessity of such increases.
However, they fail to see why their pockets

should be emptied to increase the budgets of
the
alumni, public
relations and
fund—raising departments, which is where
part of Tufts 1977—78 tuition hike went.
Simmons College used part of last year's
increase to fund a new Provost's office. The
move came at a time when enrollment—and
one
would
assume
administrative
duties—was declining. According to figures
published in the Chronicle of Higher
Education,
administrative
size
has
increased 14 percent in the last five years.
Gaining access to administrative salary
figures is one goal of the Wise. Coalition to
Fight Education Cutbacks. Currently, the
figures are not privy to the public, so the stu
dents have no way of gauging administrative
bloat or the nature of administrative budget
cuts.
"We don't know exactly what was cut,"
says Coalition member Steve Krevisky.
"Students want to know that information."

ENERGY CONSERVATION,
ENERGY CRUNCH,
WILD LIFE PRESERVATION,
RECYCLING,
FUEL CONSERVATION,
PUBLIC RECREATION,
LAND CONSERVATION,
HELP
PG&E needs bright welleducated civil, electrical or
mechanical engineers to
work on difficult and com
plex problems.
The burden is heavy. The
problems are many. It's
our job to provide enough
energy for the essential
needs of the public and the
tremendous environmental
housecleaning job that needs
to be done in waste recy
cling, smog-free rapid transit,
fume incineration, and
water purification. All of
these tasks will require large

amounts of gas and electric
energy.
If you're genuinely con
cerned about people and the
environment, and are man
or woman enough to work
for realistic solutions to near
impossible problems—PG&E
would welcome your help.
The pay is good and we'll
give you all the responsi
bility you can handle.
For an employment inter
view, contact John Clemson,
PG&E Professional Employ
ment Office at
245 Market St. PG'JS'E

An Equal Opportunity Employer-men and women
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Transsexual
speaks

you're cooking
by

a<tke!i *aS ??"y exci,ed when <be editor
^Jrne ,f I wanted to try writing for the
oSSE,'

Thursday
Thursday, March 9 at 8 p.m., Steve Dam
w,ll present his reasons for changing his sex
from fema e to male and discuss the nation
wide controversy that resulted
His
presentation will be held in the Conserve
tory of Music and will be free to the public
In the summer of 1975, Doris Richards Doris Richards (pictured above)
before her
underwent extensive psychological andphy
operation. Pictured below, Steve
Dain, after
tho sex change.
th6 Gender D^Phor,a Center
atStanford University. The doctors deter
mined that she was predominantly male
gendered^ That fall, Ms. Richards began the
process of becoming Steve Dain.
Dain will be discussing events in tha
childhood, adolescence and adult years of
Dons Richards that compelled her to begin
8
the transformation.
Born in Oakland, California, 38-year-old
schookW^f1 in

the public

secondary

yea
rs'pr,mari,y in phys,cai
education. ih
He hasK
been
an athletic director
athletic coach and department chairman
and was voted the most outstandingteacher
at Emery High School (located in the Bav
Area) during the 1974-75 school year
He has been president of his district's
teacher organization. He has lived as a man
for two years and has been involved in liti
gation concerning his employment for the
last year and a half.

ASlinpepPr°grarn r" be presenfed by the
ASUOP Forum on National Priorities.

PACIUCAN UNCLASSIFIED
AUDITIONS

for

dancers,

choreographers,

teenies for Spring Dance Concert.

WORK

Monday

IN JAPANI

Teach

English con

versation. No experience, degree, or Japan

March 6 at 5:30 P.M. in the Dance Studio

ese required.

Come prepared to dance. For more info, call
Karen Friend at 2210.

Send long, stamped, self- ad

dressed envelope for details. Japan-535,411
W. Center, Centralia, WA 98531

For Sale: Deluxe camper shell for small truck.
Hey Head, please bring back our pillows. We

Inside light, lock, white with panel trimming.
Call Becky 477-7065
Pacifican, 946-2114.

evenings

or

know you blew it Tuesday, and you really got

the

off on the talking columns. Please help May
Pat through her crisis. The Gang

SECURITY OFFICERS: male or female Part-

At the Placement Center

•me, could become fulltime summer work,

If you're lookingfor summer sork, especially

refer people with G. Card, however, will

nation wide, please see Ms. Carter; for those

train. Must have phoneand transportation.
Apply in person, 27 N. Grant.
provided.

who have not used the Placement Center,

All Gear

make sure you sign up for an Orientation.
Oh yes, there's an employer who needs retail people now.

Your overhead is 30, and the current ratio is 2
0

ALTERATIONS ETC. Specialized sewing in •

. but no matter . . . they say three's

company. Have a happy,

lengthening and shortening clothes. Specially

(ugh) half-pint.

caTtw^le86'86'7by8,$15-

made garments, too!

9byll'$2°

946-9080 Rm. 210.

Umbrella Man of second floor Sw-WestHallthings could be worse-it could be raining.

POUND: A gold watch and a key were foundat

Texas Instruments Sr-56 programmable

and Frolic.
478-5312.

calculator, one year old,excellent condition,

Please call to identify.

Cheryl,

call 951-9624.

N
Wanted a good homo for a cute black and

Set of Bose 901 series 2 speakers, 2 year

hp ifn"13'6 s^or^a'r ca* 4-6 mon. old in good
a
and has had his first booster shots. If

warranty

erested

still

remaining,

excellent

condition, call 951-9624

please call 951-4639.

I from the desk of George Raya

Typing in my home: term papers, etc. Pick
up and delivery.

JBand Frolic individual and group photos)
lavailable at the Pacifican. Small charge.
I ontact George Raya or CARLOS Fairbanks.

Scott Meyer

Call 465-4785.

Unclassified rates: students and faculty 10
cents a line; others 30 cents a line;one line
is approximately 33 spaces.

"aS e,XCIted'that «• ""tilI found

acr/n1LtreaS?nS 1 have not identified. I
m,y rst assignment, and by some
my destination, the
UUP Bakery, Wednesday morning
Lucille Jones and Blair Hulbert are the
P*°ple who do the baking for UQP, and they

" I*6d6SSertSand otherbaked

fo^h a entlrecarn
?£?h
on
Pus. Between them
Koodl

thebakely

^°f

WOrk'ngfor

'iV35 5660 baklng at U0P for an
amazing 17 years, and she said, "The UOP
ake ry's an '"^resting place to work at, and
tT
c
that s why I ve been here as long as I have "
amaxmo

Luc,rrg 3t 3 u"'versity is enjoyable for
Lucille because she likes being around
i«ung people, and she especially likes UOP

2

^ncSh ° » «
"PeFsonal
atmosphere of food service and the campus
K
in general.
f

W

at

She

Calls

the

Blair Hulbert in early morning action

finrt«An?ther aspect 01 her i°b fbat Lucille
Valley.
In fact, articles In praise of the
finds interestingis beingsent to conferences
bakery have appeared in several magazines
across the country to get ideas on how to im
including FOOD MANAGEMENT andFOCUS
prove food service.
Everything from pizza shells for the Rat
Recently Lucille was at a conference at
(Lucille insists that the shells are not soggy
the University of Texas at Dallas, and she
when they leave the bakery) to cookies for
found that their food service used more frothe dining halls are made here, and between
"" f0°?f c°mparedto UOP which still cooks
17 and 25 dozen donuts are made for the
ine old-fashioned way."
University Center every morning.
Although both Lucille and Blair love
Having the bakery saves the school a
their work, Lucille admitted, "Working at the
good deal of money, and Lucille and Blair
bakery takes dedication." Six days a week
also cater many campus functions, the pro
Blair begins working at two in the morning
fits going to food service.
and he said, "We're 180 degrees out of phase
l dents can ^der baked goods from
with everyone else." Even after 17 years, ,, f 7
the
bakery
through catering, and they can
Lucille said that she is still not used to the
also stop by the bakery for donuts if they are
hours.
up late studying. Lucille told me that they
Both Lucille and Blair are proud of their
have visitors almost every night. I didn't
baked goods. Blair said, "We use top quality
think I would ever make it back for a visit
ingredients," and "We turn out as good a pro
until I tasted a donut fresh out of the frier
duct as is made anywhere
in
the
San
Joaquin
....w,v,Mi„coanju«jquin
—MonMe<Llor life.
-HonkadJor
life.
/

Legalized gambling
At
last. legalized
Iefirali7pd gambling
wmhiinn that
that doesn't
At last,
refer to a dinner at Grace Covell. At last,a
university-wide event that doesn't invlove
cheerleaders. At last, "Monte Carlo" night is
here.
The admission price of one dollar gets
you admission, $100 worth of "play" chips
and all the food you can eat for the night.
There are going to be giveaways of watches,
albums and a video game. Prizes will be
awarded to those who are successful in

..
executing their gambling prowess.
"There has been this type of thing before
on campus, but never before on an all
university level," says
Gary Kleeman,
director of the University Center. The event
is to be held in the Raymond Common room
from 9 to 1 p.m. on Saturday night March 4
The dress is semi-formal. 1he event is
the largest task the Special Projects
Committee of the University Program's
Council has ever taken on.
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Drama Presents
'Heartbreak'
George Bernard Shaw's "Heartbreak
House" will be presented this spring by
UOP's drama department.
Dr. William J. Wolak of the drama
department faculty will direct a "st of
'n
the play, which will be performed March 911 and March 1517.

Record Review
Ronny Montrose
Open Fire
BSK 3134
by Greg Heyes
At a concert in 1976, Ronnie Montrose
was interviewed on how he felt about his
music. He said that hard restricted rock gets
very grueling and that the thrill of rock and
roll at that point was absolutely gone. "Yes, I
can hard rock with the best of them but Ilike
to do other things, too."
So what does an obviously gifted
musician do after putting out four hard rock
albums? He puts out an album like "Open
Fire", that sounds nothing at all like his pre
vious albums. There's classical,Jazz, Rock,
and Jazz-Rock, all of which are instrumentals.
Side one begins with the appropriately
called "Openers". A classically influenced
song with full orchestra arranged and concucted by Bob Alcivar (who also wrote it).
Next, thetitle track of the album, "Open Fire"
written withproducer Edgar Winter. Thisone
is in the Jazz-Rock vein with a pulsating
rhythm section and tasty guitar lead; mr~.h
like some of the music done by thelate gri it
Tommy Bolin. "Leo Rising" is an acoustic
work-out with some classical overtones and
again the same tasteful guitar leads.
Side two has two more Jazz-rock tunes,
then comes "My Little Mystery", another
acoustic song. This time we have Montrose
guitar coupled with Edgar Winter's
Harpsicord.
The last song, "No Beginning-No End",
contains some interesting chord changes
with just the right amount of instru
mentation, no overcrowding.
The playing is excellent throughout and
producer Edgar Winter does a fine job of
keeping the different styles cohesive with
one another (much like his own earlier
albums).
This album marks a new direction for
Ronnie Montrose, and a very nice one atthat.

SCT,Lodi
Drama Set

The show, a comedy set in England
around 1914, takes place in the house of an
old sea captain. "This play is provocative
because the theme deals with an impending
sense of destruction caused by idle but
lovely people," said Wolak. "It is a witty and
charming play about doers and non-doers
and about the idle rich and their humorous
and
serious
confrontations
with
responsibility"
Lead roles in the show include UOP
drama students Kurt Reinhardt, Tami
McKevitt, Susie Gage, Melanee Wyatt, Mark
McQuery and Giles Colahan.
All performances will begin at 8 p.m. in
the Studio Theater on South Campus.
Tickets can be reserved by calling the drama
box office on weekdays from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
at 946-2289.
Ticket prices for all six shows will be
$2.50 general admission and $1.25 for
students, faculty and staff.

Wind Ensemble
To Perform
The University of the Pacific Concert
Band and Wind Ensemble will present a
concert at 8:15 tonight in the Conservatory of
Music Auditorium.
The program will be open to the public
without charge and feature works by Paul
Hindemith, Igor Stravinsky, Andreas Makris,
Howard Hanson and Ottorino Respighi.
The Symphony in B-flat by Hindemith
and Respighi's Feste Romane will be the
major works of the concert, which will be
directed by C. Dale Fjerstad, associate
professor of music at the Conservatory.
The Wind Ensemble, a select group of 45
student musicians at UOP, will perform later
this spring at the California Music Educators
Association Annual Convention in San Diego.
In addition to this honor, the ensemble was
chosen as the clinic band for the sight
reading of new music publications for the
music teachers at the March event.
The ensemble also will perform in a
concert tour of Oregon and Washington in
April.

For those of you interested in finding
something to do in the Stockton area, there
are three newdrama productions in progress
or getting set to go.
The Tokay Players of Lodiare presenting
the Neil Simon comedy'The Sunshine Boys"
Fridays and Saturdays through March 18.
Student tickets are $2 and reservations can
be made by calling 368-2965.
The Stockton Civic Theater opens its
production of "Arsenic andOld Lace" tonight
at their theater at Willow and Monroe Street.
The Joseph Kesselring play is one of the
fastest and craziest comedies of the
American stage.
Performances will continue on Fridays
and Saturdays through April 1. Tickets-may
be reserved by calling the SCT Box Office at
463-6813.
" ' .
.

••••

Movies.

Counterpoints
by Jan Egan
Two enormously successful movies are
now playing in Stockton, "The Turning Point"
and "Saturday Night Fever." Granted, there _
exists
obvious
technical differences
between the two movies. Granted, there are
qualitative disparities in direction and pro
duction. And granted, they explore two
different genres, one classical, and the
other, popular. But "The Turning Point and
"Saturday Night Fever" share close thema
tic and philosophical messages.
"The Turning Point", at the Stockton
Royal, explicates the decisions and re
percussions involved in two women s career
choices. The plot details a series of emo
tional encounters between Anne Banc/oft
and Shirley Maclaine, who at one time were
both burgeoning stars with the American
Ballet Theatre.
MacLaine chooses to give up total
commitment to the ballet in order to devote
herself to her family and a ballet school. In
the intervening twenty years, Bancroft has
become a prima ballerina, and is now faced
with the reality of forced retirement, and the
loneliness implicit in the life of the artist.
The film operates on two levels: the per
sonal drama remains in the foreground,
while the privileged world of classical ballet
comprises the background for the movie
(although we do occasionally glimpse the
inner workings of the company). This dual
ity is apparent throughout the movie, from
the tense counterpoint between the two
actresses, to the beautiful pas de deux be
tween Mikhail Baryshnikov and Leslie
Browne.
The characters in "The Turning Point"
ultimately resolve their conflict, but the
resolution is bittersweet, and demands the
sacrifice and responsibility necessary to the
human condition.
"Saturday Night Fever", at the Festival
Cinema, also deals with choices, but, while
the protagonists in "The Turning Point must
make career choices, John Travolta
attempts to transcend his Brooklyn be
ginnings to a more optimistic and self-re
deeming future.
Travolta is a nineteen-year-old paint
salesman, who lives at home and spends his
money dancing and drinking in the discos.

CODY CHRISTOPHER
Trumpet Recital

We are infused once more with the infectuous energy of dance interspersed with
drama in the film. But this dance is the pop
ular Disco, and the plotline reeks with
commensurate faddish cliches, from street
slang to Farrah Fawcett posters. In short,
"Saturday Night Fever" is the pubescent's
"Turning Point."
In both films, the dance segments en
hance the drama, and overshadow whatever
dissatisfaction one might find with the re
spective plots. The two films are necessary
in their messages, and although I recom
mend both for the superb dancing, "Satur
day Night Fever" should be viewed with
humorous indulgence.

Looking Ahead
During March, the U.C.P.C. Wednesday
NightMovies will focuson womenin film. Cosponsored by the UOP Women's Union, the
highly acclaimed "Woman Under the
Influence" startedoff the series last Wednes
day. Next will be "Hester Street" by John
Micklin
Silver—"Extraordinary"
(Ms.
Magazine). The middle of the month brings
the D.H. Lawrence story "Women in Love", a
Ken Russell filmic extravaganza. After
Easter Break, "Love and Anarchy" on the
29th, by "the most important director since
Bergman", Italy's Lina Wertmuller, director
of "7 Beauties" and "Swept Away".

Rainbow Records
& Topes
Stocktons

Newest

Record Shop

All $6.98 & $7.98 List
Rock & Soul LP's $4.77
Come in and
compare
our
prices, selection,
and service.
Rainbow Records
and Tapes
7616 Pacific Avenue

Assisted by Kathy Timmins and Katherine Mutagh

Conservatory Auditorium
Saturday, March 4, 1978

It is apparent that he is unhappy withhis
lifestlye, but it requires a volatile series of
events (i.e., a dance contest, his brother's
resignation from the priesthood, and a mem
ber of his gang committing suicide), for
Travolta to realize that the time has come for
him to move on—across the Brooklyn Bridge
to Manhattan.

FREE

8:15 p.m.

In the new Lucky and
Longs Shopping Center
Hours: Mon.-Sat. 10-10
Sun. 11-6
Phone 477-5665
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Community Calendar
Friday. March 3
UaMrttt Concert Bond. C M. Fiaralad. conduct™
Inam- "Thp Front Pace", UC Theater 6 & 9 p.m.
I Concert: Robbi Basho, guitarist, Common Room, 8 p.m.
Workshop: Breadmaking. Anderson kitchenIp. .
I Concert Betty Carter, Great

I

8 30 p.m.

I DW^':^otey°Pl'aye^sof Lodi presents "The Sunshine Boys" Pine AlleyTheater, Lodi,

I 8:30 p.m.
[ Saturday. March 4

,

p»

COP Day: Classroom Building 8 a.m. to
Event Monte Carlo Night, Common Ro^'P.,
Lne-t Betty Carter, Great

3Q & n 30 p m.

heater 8 p.m.

Robbi Basho performs tonight at 8 p.m. in the Raymond Common Room

Basho Bash Tonight
Concert guitarist Robbi Bashois appear
ing tonight at 8 p.m. in the RaymonJ
Common Room.

The

c^S«M»nB(mpnon,-S»WAMche<,-«ndi.f»rC=nS.n,.MScho»reh,p

Basho has also appeared on PBS television

performance is free to

c

^^^SS-Ss^srich.
vibratto voice to enharK^ t^eesotencqua^-

ASUOP cardholders.
Basho is considered by Gu,ttr
Magazine to be one of the top guitarists
today, numbering among such artists as
Segovia, Bream and John Fahey.
8

Sunday. March 5

Utilizing six and twelve string(Steel,gu -

tars, Basho combines a widevanetyomusr
cal technique and mood from European
"classical
Hindu raga, Japanese kotoSs American folk forms (including

6 pm

L.
Itsts

i Monday, March 6

M-reB 13

ArtificialMPB.'»£SSS^ZSEETl*IsX

® d e x t e r i t ya n d
says Basho. '^ee.
intellectual

5ssr:s-—

I Tuesday, March 7

blues), to the more mystical ^t,n
and Middle Eastern harmonic and melodic

Tasho has lived in th. Ba, A,id tor M
oast sixteen or seventeen years, and has be
come an underground cult hero a tor* t
Pacific Seaboard. He has
several of the University of CaliTornw
campuses, as well as other col'egesinMo^
tana. Oregon, and California (including a g g
here at Pacific with Woodv Harris in 1976).

Around the World

I, March •

,

UOP Varsity vs. Chico State, Billy Hebert Field, 3 p.m.

I~ T

^

n

^

r

—

B

:

1

B

M

l

Basho.

Fall 1978

| Thursday. March 9
nB.:

"Fleslr Gordon" 7:30 410 p trt.UC Theater. Cpa.Bl.BB.Spcn^ChaUOP

snow ski club.
I SSS,
Priorities.

Join the

educational exp ^ of the
Los Angeles Sept. , V
& ^ca.
South Pacific, Indian
Applications now being a c c p

c, Tai Mahal Building,
n or write: Semester at Sea. ^l95 (toi|.free
For Free Color Brochwe jaUm 92654. Telephone
fu„y air.
RO. Box 2488.UgurK' ^770(in California). S5. u

teacher who recently underwent a sex change
B pre. Sponsored byASUOP Forum on National
^

AtESW d
f

m

1*1
1
HOT TO BE C0HFUSE0 WITH THE Trf
ffv"..»r..tiir.nR00N
COM
of yesterday^n£ii^S^^*--£2!aa*

Thursday. March 91h, 7:30 and 10_uu
tuP&TRE All Seats $1.25
Uc
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A heartwarming scene as Jimmy Carter (Steve Cecil) greets
Zimmerman) in Archania's prize-winning effort, "Ail The President's Kin."

little

Amy

Members of South-West's firstyl .
"Coming Up Roses."

(Loren

Band Frolic
Text by Helen Kochenderfer
Photos by Jorge Ray a
& Carlos Fairbanks
Archania, Delta Delta Delta, and South-West captured first
place in their divisions during the 50th Annual Band Frolic, which
ended Saturday night in the Conservatory of Music. The variety
show is a fund-raiser for the five bands at UOP, and is generally
acknowledged as one of the most enjoyable and rousing events on
campus each year.
Despite the recent epidemic of flu on campus which
threatened its success, Band Frolic once again mobilized an
estimated 2500 students into performing before an appreciative
audience of peers, professors, and alumni.
The sixteen entrants represented the categories of men's,
women's, and coed living groups. Archania's success last
weekend in the men's division was the climax of seven years of
second-placed performances as Phi Kappa Tau. Saturday night,
amidst cheers that filled the Conservatory, the fraternity received
the trophy symbolizing top honors.
This year's skit was entitled "All the President's Kin",spoofing
Carter Country and the Capitol. A solo by Steve Cecil began the
sk, which was a highly polished effort. The rousing finale, which
StT athletical|y executed dancing, earned Archania a
won h
well-deserved standing ovation.

skit dpPr!irtKaPPa Lamb,da placed second w'th a tightly executed
esdent'sK " an f
nby the Newly United Radicals of Delta
esident s Kin , spotting Carter Country and the Capitol A solo by
fousfn^,'!'n5an ^ Shkit WMiCh W3S 3 hlghly P^hedeffort The"
lnClUded SOme athleticaHy executed
danclne earned A h
Archania a well-deserved standing ovation
T
... Alpha Kappa Lambda placed second with a tightly executed
(NURDt onsrhan|attaC;k rV
Musical director blows her horn

enhinr

the NeWly United Radlcals

Splrlt The theme of fratemal

of Delta
co-operation was

An underlying them
personal tradition of piilacg
liners kept the audiencej!
H
"Social Commentary,'11
team, Maintenance andlid
.aeon
surprise, Bill Callejas"
!

Alpha's
*. H
traterni
Securit
Syover
«'stropl

his house.

nual "S
^teaft
Hheir \
"lofS./
6,1
'with
had the opportunity
«trc
fraternity
presented
iraiciniix
—;
.^ bi'by R
participation, which
iedfii( MIdivis
South-West earm
Id bimlibei
strong
music
score''
suoiik mu»
, 'oneof
Roberta Polgar, who»j
the
points of the skitnumber.
:sef by wel
Sigma Alpha Eps*
suffered with a noisy au^
Saturday, but elicited
isofl
Minutes".
Minutes . Focusingon
ruci»i..BjiS
10

Carter House took

ine
louiuan w— •
the football

,U »tt ro

andthef^>
lid "otor%

Grace (
one e
pair of dice were ®5^ ^* fit
amusing cobw
costum"1®- ;1 wing ur
Conservatory with
IK' Mitti
Another entrant
sets were among the t„ ^
%rr
me roar," to the tun
j^
done take-off which
John Ballantyn

?S<

(j

Op|jfe

managed to take ea/
"Poor people got
6ht hL
audience in a skit
»Jdi0
Casa Werner, * J sc0re
performed an eni J eri Tt
Robin Hammer, a
well done.
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o Know You—The Hard Way" in their finale,

The Delta Delta Delta women in a community effort for "Whatever Happened to the Clas* of
•68?"—their 1978 1st place show.

fun for all

'Ws skit was their
"otic. Humorous oneeternity made their
Security, the football

Delta Delta Delta captured first place in the women s division
with "Whatever Happened to the Class of '68?" Well-directed
dance numbers, good costuming and excellent music were aM
enjoyed by the audience. The class reunion was fast-moving, and

%overwhelmed with
ocetrophyon behalf of

the finale was a rousing one.
,
Second place was won by Alpha Chi Omega, whose theme
dealt with obtaining jobs after graduation An athleticdance
number was well executed, and the last number, Wheel of

"S.A.E. Follies",
Rafter intermission
tl,eir

version of "60
M°f S.A.E. onceagain

«i*ith hairy legs. The

^ trophy for ^eir
^ Rick Johnson

MVision,

aided by a

A solo by
;|"eoUhe many high
ist,ie strong finale

^11done spoof on
®loestremely well,
-e rouser.
^"yGame." Acute
s

example of the

;;flna|e filled the
8uni(on campus.
'lame""""3'

wh°se

.^Security, hear

7^'wasawell-

Fortune", was an excellent choice.
Jessie Ballantyne earned third place for "UOPIA";a comment
on the perfection at our campus. "Now I understand^ou GOD
,and UOP is heaven," Stan McCrafty was told. Go^ cost m n
choices, nice sound effects, and a music scoreunderthe directio
of Nora Williams all contributedto Jessie s success.
.
Eiselen House also participated, with an amusing account of a
demonstration centering on the question c>f whether °r nol to
remain coed. Dr. Barr and Security were two parts of UOP
which Eiselen managed to laugh at.
Delta Gamma's skit was "Band Frolic - What are WeGonna Do
This Year?". "Singing in the Rain" was a brief M e^at*
number, as D.G. poked fun at some memorable Band Frolics
^Due^o'thtress of Frank Clark, Jeanne Cangemi was Band
Frolic's M C
Jeanne responded well to the heck.ng; which
tradition during the Frolic, and was assisted by he quick
changes which helped the program to move briskly.
TPe Faculty Five plus

"^rs^oC'" •

e;rr,otee^ --spus.sz
completely

fe?'e'"wh'ch
JSeni

oo

Pis

performance.

number'

^ulryedbythe

acore cr°blems' but
^Th^uctedby
maswas

Carter Houae captured 2nd place for their mini-mutical.

afso

The talented trio of Ron Man|Ssad]i^n, ^^^'^peepared.
Mather provided entertainmen w
steering
Cheryl ^r chair= <,^he Band ^
Committee, and

era^J

^

was

the

best

Behind the scene* trombone player

Leg Action
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PDQ Bach
An Invitation To The Blues Sculpture
Exhibit

Scott Joplin
Featured

by Robert Haise Graham

Two of the works of PDQ Bach, that
obscure but immortal master of melodious
musical magnificence, will be performed by
the Stockton Symphony Orchestra this
Sunday.
The pieces featured at the 7:30 p.m.
concert will be "Symphonie Concertante
and "Iphegema in Brooklyn with lijlv:
Johnson singing the Bargain Counter Tenor
part.
As a result of intensive historical
research, the program will be performed in
original costumes. The concert will also
feature the resurrection of many original
instruments, such as the wine bottle
(apparently a favorite of PDQ's) the lefthanded sewer flute and the double reed slide
music stand.
Also on the program will be Scott Joplin
ragtime pieces. The concert is being
sponsored by the Conservatory and the
Stockton Symphony as a benefit to raise
money for String Scholarship for
Conservatory students.
Tickets are $3 unreserved seating and
$2 for students under 15. There are special
$10 tickets available which include reserved
seating and access to a free champagne
reception on stage after the performance.
Contact the Conservatory Box Office for
information and tickets.

Tom Waits is the kind of singerperformer who almost demands that you say
something clever about him when you review
one of his concerts. The trouble is, nothing
clever I say is really going to capture for you
the Tom Waits I saw at Zellerbach
Auditorium last Tuesday. Let me give you
some examples and then tell you why they
don't work:
1. "Tom Waits has made an art form out
of the epileptic fit." See, that doesn't do it,
does it? I mean you can kind of picture him.
all hunched over, dragging his body across
the stage, clutching the air for images and
pointing his finger into empty space to make
a point about his friend Small Change who
"got rained on with his own .38." But Tom
Waits is more than that.
2. "Tom Waits has all but perfected
gravel-throated sand-paper-voiced ballad
singing." And he has - that agonizing quali
fy in his voice mirrors beautifully the painful
memories about which so many of his best
songs sing — but hell, Tom Waits is much
more than his voice.

4. "Tom Waits is, as he said himself, a
drunken, itinerate barroom piano player."
He is He's good enough to make you cry.
Good enough to make you forgetthe pseudoepilepsy and arthritis, the sand and gravel
voice, the strutting and the shuffling.
What can I say? Tom Waits is dirty, and
funny, and powerful, and vague, and so
terribly alone on stage that you have to feel
he's not singing to an audience, that he's
singing for just himself, and maybe to one
other person out there, singing to me maybe,
taking me down the streets that I love,
reminding me of the awful joy of being lost
and alone, singing me the blues that promise
but don't never deliver on the 12 hours of
sleep, or the 12 yea rold scotch or the12 year
old girl. That's Tom Waits.

Flesh Gordon

3.
"Tom Waits is Bojangles with
arthritis." Perhaps. Because when he struts
across the stage, puffing on his twentieth
cigarette, walking nearly L-shaped with the
palm of his hand in thesmall of his back and
the elbow crazily extended, when he
shuffles over to his gas lamppost and hangs
on for support, Tom Waits sings the songs
that tell what ifs like to be another man's
footstool. Songs like "The One That Got
Away" and "Fumblin With the Blues." But
yeah, right, there's more to him.

//'-aft*

An art exhibition featuring some 40
landscape sculptures and drawings by
Robert Mullen will open this Tuesday at the
UC Center Gallery.
Sponsored by the Art Department, the
show will involve several recent works by
Mullen, an associate professor of art at the
university.
The exhibition will include a sympo
sium at 7:30 p.m. on Tuesday, with Mullen
and Art Department faculty members Allen
Wilcox and Patricia Sanders, plus Dr. Gene
Pearson of the geology faculty. They will
discuss various aspects of the exhibition,
including the geological formations that are
used by Mullen in much of his work.
Hours for the exhibit are 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.
daily, and both the show and symposium are
open to the public. The exhibit ends March
17.

m

On March 9, the Snow Ski C.ub wili
present "Flesh Gordon," a parody film of the
original science fiction thriller, "Flash
Gordon."
Billed as an "outrageous parody of
Yesterday's Superheroes," "Flesh Gordon"
follows the travel of the hero to the Planet
Porno where he encounters monsters (one
rumored to be the feared penisaurus
monster!) and skirts disaster with fellow
heroes Prince Precious, Dale Ardor and Dr.
Flexi Jerkoff.
The movie will be shown at 7:30 and 10
p.m. Admission is $1.25.
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Sports
Academics

Long Beach State
defeats UOP

The other side of
Tiger basketball
Basketball is tougn to play at the
collegiate level. Unlike football, there are
only 15 slots on most varsity team rosters
and competition is a cut-throat business
That means a lot of practice and a lot of time
concentrated in one area—making the team
and staying with it through the grind of the
season.
If playing football and going to college is
tough, basketball is worse. Members of the
1977-78 University of the Pacific team
spend 18 hours per week on the practice
floor, play at least two games eachweek, and
eat up numerous additional hours in team
meetings, film sessions, chalk talks and
getting from one game site to the next.
Thrown into this hectic schedule are Fall
Semester finals, Christmas vacation
registration for Spring Semester course=; and
the four-week Winter Term. Winter Term is
an entire semester's work concentrated in
20-days. Many of these student-athletes are
on full tuition scholarships.
Much attention has been focused on the
American university system, its athletes and
academic standards in the wake of studies
which
suggested
American college
graduates can t read, write or make change
for a $20 bill.
Pacific's head basketball coach Stan
Morrison, like other college coaches, finds
himself caught in the middle of the
controversy.
"We have a tremendous
financial and time commitment for each
player. The least we can do is to get him the
best academic environment possible," said
Morrison.
Indeed, the cost of a four-year education
at UOP is nothingto take lightly. The current
price tag quoted by the Financial Aid Office
on campus for tuition and student fees alone
(room and board are not included) for the
four-year program is $17,604. Pharmacy
students can expect to pay $24,036 for their
education.
Ten members of Pacific's 16-man roster
are Business Administration majors. The
others span the academic spectrum—Pre
law, Political Science and Economics,
English, Recreation, Communication Arts
and Black Studies.
In the area of basketball players and
academics, Pacific's record is good.
Universities, just as sports teams,
maintain the inevitable statistics to support
fheir track records over the years. Three
UOP studies suggest the academic
standards uses by Morrison and his staff are
working. Between the years 1959 and 1975,
65 of the 78 eligible basketball players (95.3
Per cent) at UOP received their diplomas, as
compared to an 81.3 per cent graduation
mte among the total student population
during the same time span.
The overall grade point average of
Pacific's basketball players during this time
was 2.68, or a B-minus. Morrison's 1974
basketball team held a 3.57 (B-plus)
average, the best academic mark achieved
over the 15-year period covered by the study.
The 1977-78 team is just a shade under the
overall average with a 2.57 GPA. This
equates between a C-plus and B-minus
rating on the standard four-point academic
scale. Two members of this year's team are
honor stude/ijs.' ,

? 3 pnvate un|versity. Pacific may
employ stronger standards than state
institutions, and does. "This school is far
more stringent than most of the institutions
we compete against. We are dealing with a
different type of student here because of
those demands which must be met"
commented Morrison.
But a large majority of his basketball
players complete the four-year program.
Official school records show that 16 of 18
seniors playing basketball at Pacific since
1974 have graduated, and all but one of
those finished their program in the allotted
four years. The one exception was a
Pharmacy major, and the Bachelor of
Science degree in Pharmacy requires 164
semester units as opposed to the average
four-year program of 124.
Morrison feels the academic discipline
system he employs can achieve these
standards because it is geared toward
prevention of poor academic standards
rather than taking action after a player is or.
scholastic thin ice.
Freshmen are assigned to a season
long, supervised study program under
assistant coaches and graduate assistants.
Junior college transfers utilize the same
program for five weeks, then are free for
independent study so long as their grades
remain above a 2.0 (C) average.
Grades, attendance and classroom
attitudes are monitored at five-week
intervals during the season to point out
problems before they reach the critical
(suspension from the team) stage. Players
are told what is expected of them
academically from the outset of practice
sessions in October.
Another reason for success with the
system is a good working relationship
between the athletic and other academic
departemnts in regard to makeup classes,
course adjustments and advance study
materials for team road trips, according to
Morrison.
"Most of the professors at this university
really care," Morrison said. "If the student is
making a legitimate effort, I'll call the
professor, who usually asks to see the
student himself.
The problems can
generally be worked out," he said.
Tutors are also available tothose players
in trouble who are making a real effort at
completing their classes. Players who aren't
making the grade because they aren't trying
are given warning that they are in danger of
being disqualified from the team.

Long Beach State edged by University of the Pacific last night in the
opening round of the Pacific Coast Athletic Association tournament, 84-

O^.

UOFs season is now over, while Long Beach plays again tonight.
The score stayed at 84-82 for approximately the last 1:05 of the
game. With 1:02 left in the game, Russ Coleman missed an 18-footer
and with 2 seconds remaining, Terence Carney missed a desperation
25-footer.
Carney was blistering in the game. He shot 8 for 11 from the field,
and in one incredible show of talent, made 8 shots in a row. Carney
scored 19 total points, while Coleman had 17 points for the Tigers.
Ron Cornelius had 15 points, Billy Bryant had 14 points, George
Fowler 11 points, Matt Waldron four points, and Matt McGuire 2 points
to round out the scoring for UOP.
Long Beach was led by Fancois Wise with 21 points and Michael
Wiley with 18 points. Larry Hudson had 17 points, Rickey Williams 12
points, Donnie Martin 10 points, and Clarence Ruffen six points to
round out the scoring for Long Beach.

Women's basketball team
downs American River
The University of the Pacific women's
basketball team closed out the 1978 season
on a good note, defeating American River
College 62-42 Tuesday night in Stockton.
Kim McDonald led all scorers with 19
points and 19 rebounds. Eight Tiger players
were able to score, including senior Marcia
Roberts, who scored three points in her last
appearance as a Tiger.
Sonya Monroe turned in another solid
performance, scoring 12 points and grab
bing ten rebounds. Karen Peets also played
well, scoring eight points and pulling down
12 rebounds.
Last week the Tigers defeated Delta Col
lege 69-38 before droppingdecisions to CalBerkeley 71-59, and USF 53-45.
Pacific finished Northern California
Athletic Conference play with a 4-8 record.
The Tigers were 13-11 overall.
McDonald led the Tigers iri scoring with
a 17.2 points per game average. Peets
followed with a 9.4 average and Sonya
Monroe scored at an 8.2 clip.

Peets was the leading rebounder withan
11.6 average, and McDonald was right
behind at 11.3.
A predominantly freshman team, the
Tigers will graduate only one senior, Roberts,
and will begin next season with six sopho
mores, three juniors and two seniors, not to
mention the incoming freshmen.
"We've come a long way from the
beginning of this season," says head coach
Dr. Jacy Showers. "I felt that against
American River we played with the typejof
intensity we'll have to play with to challerie
for the league title next season."

EDUCATIONAL
CENTER

The San Fernando Valley
College of Law
Interviews for Prospective Law Students
DATE:

March 15

PLACE:

Placement Center

TIME:

frQom/u

9.00-5.00

Accredited by the Committee of Bar
Examiners, State of California. Three-year
Day Division and Four-year Day and
Evening Divisions.
8383 Sepulveda Boulevard
Sepulveda (Los Angeles), CA 91343
(213) 894-5711

aauJL iMrb' ,
CenTfe**/

TEST PREPARATION SPECUIISIS

SAN FRANCISCO 415-433-170]
hAlOAlTO
415-327-0641

Sacramento
SANTA

CRUZ

916-448-0351
406-coll 411

CENTERS IN MA10R US CITIES

800-223-1782
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Baseball action • • •
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Pacifican photographer Carlos Fairbanks took these baseball
pictures at a recent game. Upper left: Frank Halvorson looks to the
third base coaching box for help. Upper right: Walter Poole up at
bat Lower right: Six lonely lookinghelmets. Lower left: Coach Tom
Stubbs doesn't seem to like the action too much.

12 EXPOSURE

Special student program
• additional discounts for good students •
• broad coverage type policy
policy may be continued after graduation

PUTCHtR INSURANCE
4600 N. PERSHING AVENUE

STOCKTON CAl l n

Our office is located just 3 blocks from the UOPcampus on
the southeast corner of Pershing Avenue and March Lane.

COLOR PRINT
FILM
DEVELOP
and PRINT
$J29
Also 20 exposures for $3.29
Crisp, clean SHARPSHOT" borderless prints.
X99/17Q/299

LIMITED TIME OF

Please attach this coupon with
photocolor envelope.
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as announces
frosh, JC recruits

Intramural Basketball
Women—1

A—League
Archania
Monikee 5
BSU
Handlers
Monster Patrol
Zebras

2-0
2-0
1-1

1-1
1-2

0-3

Crazy Ladies
Sky,
The Five Shooters
Lay-ups
Lightweights
Independent Nuts

2-0
1-0
1-1
1-1

0-1
0-1

Women—2
B—Orange

That Smell
Elton's John
BiFed 7
South-West Warriors
Golden Nuggets
Brain Trust

3-0
3-0
2-1
1-2

0-3
0-2

B—Black

Faccers
Wer-Nerds
Archania B's
Archania Bailers
The Family
C—Orange

Archania
Facers
Orange Crush
Basket Case
Ritter
Tang Gang
Farley

Catecholamines
Benzo
BSU
Phi Delt Little Sisters
Matter's Movers
Redhots
Tiger Bellies

2-0

1-0
1-1
1-1

0-0
0-1

0-2

Napoleon—1
3-0
3-1
1-1
0-2

0-3

Cannibus Satiba
Kahunas
Huli Huli Chickens
Wailers
Otis Mu Tribe
UFO's

2-0
1-1
1-1
1-1
1-1

0-2

Napclean—2
Crap Shooters
Slammers
GALUSIN'S Gunners
UKU's
Junkies

... a
: Ifirst team All-California
college All-America,
and All-Camino Norte Conference pick last

Head football coach Chester Caddashas
put a new emphasis on recruiting high
school players, and the proof of this is 16
seniors signing national letters of intent wi
the intention of enrolling at the University o
the Pacific in the fall.
The Tigers have relied heavily on junior
college recruits, but with the upgrading o
the schedule Pacific will need players that
will be in the program four years instead o

3-0
2-0
1-2
0-2
' 0-2

^ But Caddas andhis staff didn't overlook
the lunior colleges as they signedI nine top_
flight athletes - which is the smallest group
of JC transfers Caddas has ever brought to
Pacific. The junior college players
already enrolled at Pacific.
"I feel very good about our |unior col ege
recruits " Caddas said. "It's the smallest
group in numbers we have brought in, but we
did it so we could make more openings for
^ "We recruited these JC players to fill
particular needs, and I feel we were

season.
Cendro brings in some impressive
statistics after two years at Modesto. The 5_
11, 170 athlete caught 74 passes for 1,0//
vards and 5 touchdowns in his two seasons_
He caught 41 passes for 668 yards and 8
touchdowns in his senior season at Sonora
High School.
Edwards (6-0, 205) and Quiller (6-1.
185) will be battling for playing time in the
offensive backf.eld. Edwards, the most
valuable player at Pierce Community College
valuaDiepiayeroiricn-cv/u,,-,
last season, gained
gamed 750 yards, passed for
306 and caught passes for another 11
vards in 1977. Quiller ran for more thanOUU
yards and scored 5 touchdowns in two
seasons at Long -Beach City College.
Johnson, 6-2. 210, was a first team A L
Mission Conference, second team all-state
and honorable mention All-American in
1977_his second at Palomar JC in ban

successful."
.
One of the needs was to find a
replacement for two-year starter at tight end
Brian Peets. The Tigers landede-too -O^
pound lunior Mike House, who wi» battle
junior redshirt Sam Rock forastarting berth^
House played for Modesto JC Iast
season, catching 19 passes for 378.yards
and 6 touchdowns
He transferre
Modesto after leaving Stanford and Br.gham
Y°UtT8he

rest of the group includes back Ken
Berg guard Steve Brown, wide rece *er
Robert Cendro, tailback David Edwards
defensive end Mark Johnson, linebacker BiM
Nunes, tailback Levell Quiller and defensi
tackle Ken Sutton.

{-miiu tn nlav
button is the fourth of his family to pi y
football for Pacific. Older brothers Steve
0970, 71), J'm (1971, 72) and Don (197276) havealready played for the lg®r®.
f
Sutton brother, Jeff, is playing basketball
HU"S Sutton"

6-6 and 260, was a two-year

<>'

,

quarterback and defensive back last season
and will be a sophomore. All of the other
transfers will be |uniors.
Brown is the only Stockton recruit
signed by the Tigers and was a two-year star
at San Joaquin Delta College^ He was an AMVailey Conference and All-State first team
selection last season. Brown was a two-year
starter at Stagg High School
"With Edwards and Quiller we have two
outstanding running backs," said Caddas.
"They are a little bit larger than most of the
tailbacks we have had in the past.
"Bill Nunes and Ken Sutton will be a b g
aid to our defense," Caddas said.
The group of incom'n«
include: Shawn Brady, 6-0, 190, FB TB,
Rancho Cordova High, Sacramento; Rich
221 TE, Lindhurst High,
u .
t iii
Haka, 6—3%,
, , ,Rc qr
Marysville; George Harrison, 6-1, 185, QB,
Placer High, Auburn.
Jim Heller, 6-4, 200, TE, Atwater High
Atwater
Roger Herrera, 6-2,
"3,
OL Fremont High, Alameda;Kurt Hout, 6 4,
235 OL Clayton Valley High,Concord; Andy
Lewandoski, 6—5, 245, DL, Servite High,

IS ££ Z

and a teammate of current UOP star Braa
Vassar — who also transferred to Pacrfic
,CLA Nunes redshirted in 1976 be-

AnahDei Long, 6-3

31

MerriSr.e-i 215 DE-LB Va„e? High.
Valleio Bobby O'Rourke, 6—4, 19b, vo,
Manteca High, Manteca; Daryl Ra|^n :
6-2,185. DB, Rancho CordovaHigh, Sacra
m6tul

Schreiner. 6-2 215 FB Vantage
High Napa, Todd Sevick, 6-1, 190, OB,
Hughson High, Hughson; Paul Thompson,
6-2, 180. DB, Rancho Cordova High,
Sacramento; Rick Western, 6-3, 225, DL,
Yuba High, Yuba.

time &
space
to explore the Christian
faith in a diverse,
challenging community.
Pacific School Of
Religion - educating
women and men at the
graduate level for
Christian ministry in the
church and elsewhere.

by Jorge Raya

••••^^^^^TT^Tdrives in
Tom Michael, of the B-league
recent intramural action.

a

Write. Rev. Barbara Roche
Dean of Students
1798 Scenic Avenue
Berkeley. CA. 94709
"(415) 848-0528
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In more and more cases, consumer
credit institutions ranging from banks to
department stores are utilizing point
scoring. There are purists who insist that
point scoring will never replace sensitive,
human judgment.
Others, like Ted Lewis, vice-president of
Fair, Isaac & Co., Inc., of San Rafael, Calif.,
says point scoring is consistent and effi
cient, it eliminates human error and it saves
millions of dollars forconsumer credit enter
prises.
Fair, Isaac is considered the premiere
developer of point scoring systems in
America. Among their 200 well-known cli
ents are Montgomery Ward, American
Express, National Car Rental, Diners, Carte
Blanche, Visa, Master Charge, the Chase
Manhattan Bank and Citicorp, New York.
The IRS has also been a client (Says Lewis,
"They like to know who's cheating.")
A first-year savings of $400 million and a
staff reduction of 20 to 30 percent is attri
buted, in part, to the Fair, Isaac point scoring
system developed for the IRS. Lewis says
point scoring can save a companyfrom 20 to
45 percent of all it's losses on bad debts.
That savings is significant, Lewissays, when
a major chain store can lose up to $50 mil
lion or more annually.
But, Lewis admits, conventional point
scoring usually is not favorable to young
adults: 'The 18-year-old age of adulthood
came into being only recently. That age
factor wasn't part of point scoring systems
when they were first developed," he says.

National's credit card manager Connie
Conradi says that while job tenure may be
desirable for most established people, young
adults must be evaluated on other facttto
"We know, for example, that a person who
applies for a National Car Rental card within
five months of starting a job probably needs
the card in connection with his job.
As a result, the person who has only been
on the job a short time is often an excellent
risk. Perhaps that person started as an
administrative assistant and now has moved
up to district manager of a whole region. We
have to be aware of a young person s upward
mobility. We've taken pains to make sure our
credit rating system is fair to them.
It is useful, also, to employ young credit
analysts, says Conradi. Among six credit
analysts on her staff, four are under age 25.
Although every point scoring system is
specially tailored for each client based on
that firm's credit history, there are some
general criteria that usually figure into a
point scoring appraisal.
Routinely, high (or-good) ratings are
given to people who have a home phone,own
rather than rent, live at the same address for
several years, have checking and savings
accounts, and who hold professional and
supervisory jobs.
While age may not always be a factor
(indeed it may be obliterated by inter
pretations of the new Equal Credit Opportu
nity Act), it may still be found on a number of
t*e older point scoring systems.
Lewis says a number of clients hdveask-

systems that treat young adults more fairly
Montgomery Ward already has a point
scoring system, along with about two dozen
other systems tailored to specific geogra
phic and economic areas.
"Lenders are interested in developing
special scoringsystems for any group left opt
of the credit picture," Lewis says. "After all,
lenders make money by lending ... not by
keeping cash in the bank." Lewis says that
although separate scoring systems for men
and women might permit women to fare
better anti-discrimination requirements
cited by the Equal Credit Opportunity Act

In just one
day you can
become a
life-saving
expert.

may not permit that.
"That would be ironic, wouldn't it?"
Lewis thought out loud: "In the case of young
people, however, I'll bet the government will
permit point scoring to be developed to
benefit them."
Lewis says his firm has not been
commissioned to develop a point scoring
system for young consumers yet, but he
expects to begin collecting data soon.
"I'll probably get together a bunch of
high school and college kids and find out
what they think is fair," Lewis said. "I have
real faith in young people. I had a buddy
running a major loan company in central
California years ago who didn't carewhat age
a person was. If a 15-year-old kid came in
and said he had a paper route and wanted to
buy a bike with his earnings, my pal would
usually bet on that kid.

Call Red Cross today
about learning CPRcardiopulmonary
resuscitation.
• Red Cross
counting
• is
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on you.
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Make it yours! Our new ribbed sport shirt is knit
of 100% combed cotton for coolness and comfort.
Available in natural color only, with Dlack contrast
stitching and the Coors brand name and lion design
flocked in red. Just $6.95 each, plus 50? shipping
and handling per shirt.

Mail to:
Coors Premium Offer
P.O. Box 658
Golden, Colorado 80401

Available in limited quantities, subject to prior sale.

Void where prohibited by
law. Missouri residents,
please add 4'A% sales tax.

Please make yourcheck or money order payable to:
Coors Premium Offer.

No stamps, C.O.D. orders
or credit cards.

Name

Address
State

Ci,y

Zip

Adult sizes (specify quantity of each):
S(32-34)

M(36-38) Total number

L(40-42)

XL(44-46)

_Tlm offer is valid until May 31,1978,

Total amount
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Bits
of tid
For medicinal purposes only

T

Jhe Food and Drug Administration, which monitors all materials
injested into our bodies, recently conducted a survey to determine he
most widely administered drug among modern AMERICANS.
A standardized test form was sent to a random sampling of indi
viduals across the nation, and sex was found to be the most pooular
drug of the late 1970's. While the FDA recognizes the prominent

in our culture, they were indeed surprised to learn that many users are
inadequately informed.
Although no one is saying that this misadministration of the opiate
sex is at chronic proportions, it is strongly hinted that this constitutes
nearly 43 percent of all drug-abuse in the world today.
These users are not sex-addicts the FDA is quick to point out, they
merely need help and rehabilitation to once again enjoy normal lives
With illegal shipments of the drug available from foreign sources
(Thailand, Sweden, France, Lodi), the FDA has felt the need to crack
down on this traffic. FDA officials are presently searching abroad,
collecting samples of sex for testing and comparison, and a detailed
report will follow the investigation as soon as the locations of the
missing investigators is determined.
In the meantime, however, the FDA is doing all they can to assure
that the sex you are getting is the very best available. They need your co
operation, of course, and are offering these valuable suggestions to
remind you and your loved one(s) that sex is medicine.
1) Sex has been known to cause drowsiness due to the relaxant
effect of the drug itself. For these reasons it is suggested that whenever

I

administering the medication one should be in a prone or supine
(depending) position. At all costs, never drive or operate heavy equip
ment while having sex.
2) Always stay under the care of a physician; he can recommend a
prescription to fit your needs. Always take as directed (twice daily, after
every meal, as needed for discomfort, etc.,) and remember tohonor the
expiration date.
3) Occasionally the need for sex exists after the prescription has
run out. This is indeed a problem, and in your haste to re-fill your pre
scription you may settle for artificial substitutes. Avoid this.
4) Often times a close acquaintance may be on similar medication
for near identical discomfort. Remember, his prescription is for him,
and yours is for you; never swap medication.
5) There are relatively few side-effects to the drug, but those that do
exist are widely feared. And with good reason. Remember that even
prescription sex preformed during certain untimely days of the month
could result in a perfected normal, healthy, and probably surprise baby.
6) Carefully consult your physicial regarding which medications
you injest and for what reasons. For example, your doctor may pre
scribe intoxication to relieve stress, and he may prescribe sex to relieve
tension. This doctor is playing you for a fool.
7) And remember, finally, that sex is a mature drug and should be
administered with care, with confidence, and above all with consent.
For these reasons and others remember to keep this, and all medi
cation, out of the reach of small children. Thank you.

On the spot

by Wanda Lau and Jorge Raya

"Whats a good cure for the 'flu?"

Ellis Nichols (Jr., Conservatory): Do I have time to think of a
good answer? A swim coach of mine once told me to take
juice of half a lemon, put it in a cupandfill it with bourbon. It
would make you forget you had the 'flu, at least.

Katie Johnk (Soph., Conservatory): Get a three—week
excuse from the health center and take a long rest on the
sunny beaches of Santa Cruz.

Leslie Munroe (Fr., School of Business): Close the school
down. That's pretty logical. Lots of oranges and no fooling
around.

Filippone (Secretary, University Center): I think Tm
ling it. Agood cure would bea lotofO.J. and T.L.L.

V II
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J. Murray Willson III (Soph., School of Business): I've been
in bed all week. The thing that helped me out was a lot of
rest, plenty of beer, a few cute girls and a little tennis in the
afternoons. And now I'm right back in the ball game.

Henry Graterol (Sr.. School of Engineering): I went to the
health center already. They gave me green pills. No, it
really didn't cure it I'd suggest that the school be closed
down.

Herb Reinelt (Philosophy professor. COP): Time is the only
cure for the 'flu. There's nothing funny about it

Howie Patey (Sr., Raymond—Callison): No sleep, a lot of
studying and a good, healthy meal at the dining hall!
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Opinion

Free to breathe,
you and me
The number of smokers on the UOP campus seems to be rising.
People do have the right to smoke, but not when it infringes on the
rights of nonsmokers.
,
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Currently the Secretary of Health, Education and Welfare Joseph
Calif ano is staging a major campaign against cigarettes. His program
will develop an office of smoking and health which will discourage
smoking. In additon, smoking will be prohibited in public places.
Federal excise tax on cigarettes may be increased.
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University of the Pacific has an advantage over the United States
Government. Our administration does not have togothrough much red
tape to regulate smoking. UOP should immediately enact and enforce
regulations which will protect the rights of nonsmokers.
Aside from being harmful to their lungs, smoke in theaircan cause
illness and great discomfort to a nonsmoker. Smoke also destroys the
taste of food and often causes nausea or headaches.
The steps which UOP musttake are simple. First, professors must
enforce currect regulations which prohibit smoking in classrooms. In
some cases, professors smoke during lectures. They must not only
refrain from smoking, but professors must not permit students to
smoke.
If people must smoke, they should show some respect by going
outside during breaks or between classes to have a cigarette.
Secondly, the Pacifican urges Food Service to mark smoking areas
in the dining halls, Rathskeller, Redwood Room and Mall.
Some people do not enjoy a meal unless they accompany it with a
cigarette. These people should be allowed to smoke in an area where
they will not offend others. This would make smoking more
comfortable, not only for the nonsmoker, but for the smoker as well.
Finally all these problems would be solved if people quit smoking.
It can be done. People on the Pacifican staff have quit and suffered no
real hardships. Asa matter of fact, they feel better. Food tastes better,
the "cougher's hack" is gone and they save about $150 a year by not
supporting their habit.
And they probably won't die of lung cancer. A recent study reveals
that moderate smokers are 12 times as likely to die of lung cancer as
nonsmokers. Over 30 million Americans have quit smoking. This
proves that it can be done.
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their names withheld upon request). Contributions should be submitted
to the Editor-in-Chief of the Pacifican one week prior to publication The
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The
front desk
Ad nauseum
Friday is here. Round one of the elections is over. And as the pro
verbial smoke clears and the dawn of a new administration appears on
the horizon, (or the levee, depending on your height), there is only one
question I have to ask of ASUOP:
What kind of a circus are you running here, anyway?
The initial elections publicity which used the "Power Hungry" line
of approach, was an appropriate foreshadowing for the dribble that was
yet to ooze out of the ASUOP orifice.
The publicity for the "Meet the candidates" night was commen
surate to the embarrassingly low attendance. The elections handbook
is pockmarked with typographical errors; two official ballot pages
appeared instead of the adequate one and Keiji Doizaki had his plat
form printed twice. Back to back: an obvious political ploy to grab the
schizophrenic vote and the avid believers of deja vu.
And so what can we surmise from this pitiful display of executive
mismanagement?
Let's start with ASUOP elections are a crock.
An efficiently run election is th6 key to fostering student interest in
school government. Likewise, an anemic, poorly organized election is a
potent assassin to electorate participation in school politics.
Everything ASUOP has had to do with this election, it has done
wrong.
This, combined with the barrage of unattractive candidate mater
ial and unaggressive campaign techniques, has made this a very in
effectual election.
There is at least one tangible reason for this political impotence.
Elections chairman Jake Alter confessed, "If you take a senator,
and won't pay him to do the job, then you are guaranteed an in
competent job."
And who does Aller blame for the Voter Handbook faux pas? "I
blame the candidates for writing this stuff, I blame the secretary for
typing it poorly and I blame myself for printing it."
Behold, student politics ad nauseum
Randy Bass
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